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https://www.eventbrite.com/e/menningararfur-i-syndarheimum-cultural-heritage-in-virtual-worlds-tickets-733770125197?aff=oddtdtcreator
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/menningararfur-i-syndarheimum-cultural-heritage-in-virtual-worlds-tickets-733770125197?aff=oddtdtcreator
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/menningararfur-i-syndarheimum-cultural-heritage-in-virtual-worlds-tickets-733770125197?aff=oddtdtcreator
https://www.degruyter.com/document/isbn/9783111250724/html?lang=en
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Erik Champion has been a game design teacher, a heritage 
visualization expert, and architectural historian (of Nordic 
modernism!) He is currently an Enterprise Fellow at the University of 
South Australia, Adelaide, Australia. From 2016-2020 he was UNESCO 
Chair of Cultural Heritage and Visualisation at Curtin University.

https://www.routledge.com/Screen-Tourism-and-Affective-Landscapes-The-Real-the-Virtual-and-the/Champion-Lee-Stadler-Peaslee/p/book/9781032355962
https://www.degruyter.com/document/doi/10.1515/9783110712032/html?lang=en
https://www.routledge.com/Screen-Tourism-and-Affective-Landscapes-The-Real-the-Virtual-and-the/Champion-Lee-Stadler-Peaslee/p/book/9781032355962
https://www.degruyter.com/document/isbn/9783111250724/html?lang=en
https://www.routledge.com/Organic-Design-in-Twentieth-Century-Nordic-Architecture/Champion/p/book/9780415787284
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3D Digital Heritage-
key challenges

• Animating and engaging 3D via 
games

• Game-like interaction to increase 
richness and immersivity of XR 
(extended reality) and virtual tourism. 

• Can 3D heritage, scholarly ecosystems, 
tourism, and public involvement be 
brought closer together? 

• Can data and our understanding of that 
data be recorded, interpreted, and 
shared more fairly, openly, 
democratically? 

https://theconversation.com/antarctica-without-windchill-the-louvre-without-queues-how-to-travel-the-world-from-home-140174
https://theconversation.com/virtual-reality-adds-to-tourism-through-touch-smell-and-real-peoples-experiences-101528
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Immersive / interactive 
GLAM topics

GLAM Challenges: 
• How to improve GLAM visitation, preserve, and 

disseminate?
• Immersive literacy 
• Vanishing Virtual? 3D Infrastructures don’t infrastructure. 

Past NOT history? 
Digital Technologies:
• Virtual worlds, XR, Student Projects
Museum Opportunities: 
• Open Intelligent Formats and process-driven XR 
• Collaboration not presentation e.g. Heritage Decision-

making (LEEDS) ‘How should decisions about heritage be 
made?’ (2013-2015)

https://heritagedecisions.leeds.ac.uk/
https://heritagedecisions.leeds.ac.uk/
https://theconversation.com/why-virtual-reality-cannot-match-the-real-thing-92035
https://theconversation.com/vr-architecture-reveals-stunning-details-but-cant-always-capture-ambience-148093
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GALLERIES 

LIBRARIES

ARCHIVES

MUSEUMS
challenges
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ACCESS: 104,500 
MUSEUM CHALLENGES

“In 2020, museums were closed for an average of 
155 days, and since the beginning of 2021, many of 
them have again had to shut their doors, resulting, on 
average, in a 70% drop in attendance and a 40-60% 
decline in revenue compared to 2019.” 
https://www.unesco.org/en/articles/supporting-
museums-unesco-report-points-options-
future?hub=417

https://www.unesco.org/en/museums
https://www.unesco.org/en/museums
https://www.unesco.org/en/articles/supporting-museums-unesco-report-points-options-future?hub=417
https://www.unesco.org/en/articles/supporting-museums-unesco-report-points-options-future?hub=417
https://www.unesco.org/en/articles/supporting-museums-unesco-report-points-options-future?hub=417


7https://twitter.com/i/status/1700767011192934484

https://twitter.com/i/status/1700767011192934484
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Virtual Heritage: GLAM-TOURISM 
Challenges • Single user, expensive(?), closed systems

• Fact, fiction, educated guess?

• Soon obsolete

• Limited interaction, evaluation, education

• VR expensive, we need to train staff

• IT obsolescence, internet

• Visitors don’t download AR apps

• Human Guides are superior

Fremantle Prison© Dr Hafizur Rahaman.
No Wi-Fi, head curator skeptical of VR/MR 

benefits

1000 Years Of The Olympic Games: Treasures Of 
Ancient Greece: Digital Reconstruction At The 

Home Of The Gods. (Ogleby, Kenderdine 2001).

VH Museums

https://theconversation.com/augmented-reality-promises-to-rescue-dying-museums-so-why-dont-visitors-want-to-use-it-107845
https://www.academia.edu/21338195/1000_years_of_the_Olympic_Games_treasures_of_ancient_Greece_The_digital_reconstruction_of_Olympia_3D_Zeus_and_website
https://www.archimuse.com/mw2001/papers/kenderine/kenderdine.html
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FAIR & CARE principles
ICOMOS GA 2023 DH

• https://ardc.edu.au/resource-
hub/making-data-
fair/: findable, accessible, 
interoperable and reusable.

• https://ardc.edu.au/resource/th
e-care-principles/

• https://www.gida-
global.org/care

• https://www.nature.com/article
s/s41597-021-00892-0

https://www.gida-global.org/care

The image of the Sydney Opera House is used under licencefrom 
the Sydney Opera House Trust.

https://ardc.edu.au/resource-hub/making-data-fair/
https://ardc.edu.au/resource-hub/making-data-fair/
https://ardc.edu.au/resource-hub/making-data-fair/
https://ardc.edu.au/resource/the-care-principles/
https://ardc.edu.au/resource/the-care-principles/
https://www.gida-global.org/care
https://www.gida-global.org/care
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41597-021-00892-0
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41597-021-00892-0
https://www.gida-global.org/care


The Vanishing Virtual

http://www.geek.com/news/expore-the-virtual-forbidden-city-courtesy-of-ibm-593731/ and 
http://www.beyondspaceandtime.org/  

Mure Dickie, October 10, 2008 Financial Times: "A virtual Forbidden City offering the kind of 
immersive and interactive online experience pioneered by multiplayer role-playing games such as 

Second Life."
10

http://www.geek.com/news/expore-the-virtual-forbidden-city-courtesy-of-ibm-593731/
http://www.beyondspaceandtime.org/
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Publications don’t 
link to 3D assets
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Heritage Decisions (LEEDS)

Heritage Decision-making (LEEDS)

1. Act: Make a change from where you are

2. Connect: Cross boundaries and collaborate

3. Reflect: See your work through others’ eyes

4. Situate: Understand your work in context

My partial suggestions:

1. VR as Simulation Engines

2. Linked Open Data +usage

3. Culturally Significant Presence

4. Mixed and Augmented Reality (XR)

“Heritage is about what we value: places, buildings, objects, memories, cultures, skills or ways of 
life. So why can it be so hard to get actively involved in heritage decision-making? Heritage 

becomes defined when decisions are made: what to preserve, what to show, what to think of as 
worth celebrating and sharing. In our research project we explored how such decisions could be 

opened up to democratic participation.”

https://heritagedecisions.leeds.ac.uk/about/ A Participatory Research Project

https://heritagedecisions.leeds.ac.uk/key-ideas/
https://heritagedecisions.leeds.ac.uk/
https://heritagedecisions.leeds.ac.uk/key-ideas/act/
https://heritagedecisions.leeds.ac.uk/key-ideas/connect/
https://heritagedecisions.leeds.ac.uk/key-ideas/reflect/
https://heritagedecisions.leeds.ac.uk/key-ideas/situate/
https://heritagedecisions.leeds.ac.uk/about/


Community Panoramas

Demetrius Lacet, Brazil

VIDEO of Narrator
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PhD: U. of Melbourne-Lonely Planet 2001-
4

Evaluation Content”
(intro, 3 Archaeology, 3 
gamic)

Objective: Compare to

Task Performance 6 objects to find Understanding

Cultural 
Understanding

6 questions x 3 virtual 
environments (learn by 
observing, conversing with 
bots, activity)
Which VE most challenging to 
explore, find or change?

Preference, 
demographics, task 
performance

Presence Survey 
(rank 1 to 7)

Most: interesting; interactive; 
related to ‘Mayan’; inhabited; 
in the presence of Mayan 
culture

Demographics, to task 
performance; find 
personal preference in 
answers, rank 7 VEs

Environmental 
recall

Shadows; real people; height 
of locals vs tourists; number 
of people

Demographics and to 
task performance and 
to understanding

Subjective 
Experience (of time 
passing)

In which VE did time pass 
quickest? How fast did they 
update the screen?

Subjective preference 
and to demographics
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Definitions for a human 
viewpoint

GAME: A challenge that offers up the possibility of temporary or permanent tactical 

resolution without harmful outcomes to the real-world situation of the participant 

NEW MEDIA: the act of reshaping the user experience through the innovative use of digital 

media. 

VIRTUAL HERITAGE: convey the appearance, meaning, significance, and social agency that 

designed and used cultural artefacts and sites, (through the use of interactive and 

immersive digital media). 

NEW HERITAGE: re-examine the user experience that digital media can provide for the 

understanding and experiencing of tangible and intangible cultural heritage

CULTURAL PRESENCE: a feeling in a virtual environment that people with a different 

cultural perspective occupy or have occupied that virtual environment as a ‘place’.

Erik Champion, in Y. E. Kalay, T. Kvan, & J. Affleck, New Heritage: new media and cultural heritage. New York: Routledge, 2008.
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a visitor’s overall subjective impression when visiting a virtual environment that 
people with a different cultural perspective occupy or have occupied as a place… not 
just a feeling of being there but also a sense of being in a foreign time or not-so-well 

understood place.

• “In his book Critical Gaming (2015), Erik Champion argued that virtual realities 
should express ‘cultural presence,’ the meaning and significance of a time, place, or 
object to people of the past. 

• Hyper-reality, photogrammetry, and ever-increasing levels of ‘accuracy’ in 3D 
models do not inherently convey aspects of cultural significance and meaning, and 
many VR/AR/XR experiences fall dramatically short of the goal of expressing the 
importance of past places and things to their original communities..” CAA2022 
Oxford

Culturally Significant Presence

https://2022.caaconference.org/sessions/
https://2022.caaconference.org/sessions/
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PWP 2001>2011>2023 reflections

1. Internet-3D worlds for tourism feasible?

2. Where are past 3D projects/case studies?

3. Culturally significant presence

4. Games are challenges? Archaeogaming?

5. Performance <> understanding

6. Don’t use Likert? Extrapolate understanding? 

Teach aloud method?

7. AR, MR, XR not well applied to CH

8. Immersive literacy (don’t read and walk)
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SAVED BY $ In Gaming? 
(2022)
2014: Microsoft buys Minecraft for. 2.5B 
[slashgear]
2021: Unity buys Weta Digital [NZ] for 1.65B [awn]
2021: Facebook spends 10B on Metaverse [yahoo]
2022: Microsoft buys Activision for 68.7B USD [afr]
2021:
• Microsoft most valuable “game” comp. 1.99 

trillion
• Tencent 400B*, Sony 100B, Unity 13.29B, Ubisoft 

(Assassin’s Creed) 5.39B
• Epic (Unreal) raises 2B [companiesmarketcap] 

and says its value is 31.5B [Epic]
• $300B USD in world [accenture], 2.7B gamers

https://www.slashgear.com/768765/microsoft-proves-minecraft-was-one-of-their-best-buys-of-all-time/#:~:text=Minecraft%2C%20created%20by%20Markus%20Persson,video%20game%20of%20all%20time.
https://www.awn.com/news/its-done-unity-completes-weta-digital-acquisition#:~:text=The%20transaction%20closed%20on%20December,combination%20of%20cash%20and%20stock.
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/mark-zuckerberg-says-metas-metaverse-095455570.html#:~:text=Mark%20Zuckerberg%20told%20shareholders%20that,virtual%20world%20in%202021%20alone.
https://www.afr.com/technology/microsoft-buys-activision-blizzard-in-96b-game-deal-20220119-p59pc8
https://companiesmarketcap.com/video-games/largest-video-game-companies-by-market-cap/
https://www.epicgames.com/site/en-US/news/sony-and-kirkbi-invest-in-epic-games-to-build-the-future-of-digital-entertainment
https://newsroom.accenture.com/news/global-gaming-industry-value-now-exceeds-300-billion-new-accenture-report-finds.htm


20https://igea.net/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/IGEA_AP2023_FINAL_Summary_Report.pdf

Screenshot%202023-09-22%20at%2011.35.38%20pm.png
https://igea.net/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/IGEA_AP2023_FINAL_Summary_Report.pdf
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Systemic discrimination
http://killscreendaily.com/articles/parable-

polygons-teaches-us-danger-and-power-

individual-bias/ Escape from Woomera

Return to Escape from Woomera

http://killscreendaily.com/articles/parable-polygons-teaches-us-danger-and-power-individual-bias/
http://killscreendaily.com/articles/parable-polygons-teaches-us-danger-and-power-individual-bias/
http://killscreendaily.com/articles/parable-polygons-teaches-us-danger-and-power-individual-bias/
https://www.acmi.net.au/works/64--escape-from-woomera/
https://www.artshouse.com.au/events/return-to-escape-from-woomera/
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Work with 
communities
Sustaining intangible heritage 
through video game storytelling 
- the case of the Sami Game 
Jam “This article explores how 
game jams, a rapid 
collaborative game production 
format, can work to support 
the revitalisation of Indigenous 
self-narratives in the context of 
Sámi culture.”

https://saamigamejam.com/

http://neveralonegame.com

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13527258.2020.1747103?journalCode=rjhs20
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13527258.2020.1747103?journalCode=rjhs20
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13527258.2020.1747103?journalCode=rjhs20
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13527258.2020.1747103?journalCode=rjhs20
https://saamigamejam.com/
http://neveralonegame.com/


Tourism Review Volume 73 Issue 2 Video game–induced 
tourism: a new frontier for destination marketers

The Riddles of the Sphinx Tour, Pyramids of 
Giza, Egypt, as shown in Ubisoft’s Assassin's 

Creed: Origins Discovery Tour. 

https://www.bbc.com/news/av/technology-58967120

Discovery Tour Viking Age: Can video games teach history?

https://www.ubisoftescapegames.com

https://www.polygon.com/2018/10/4/17937700/assassins-creed-odyssey-politics-socrates
https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/TR-07-2017-0115/full/html
https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/TR-07-2017-0115/full/html
https://www.bbc.com/news/av/technology-58967120
https://www.degruyter.com/document/isbn/9783111250724/html?lang=en
https://www.ubisoftescapegames.com/
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AR/MR/XR
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https://alisonjamesart.com/2017/03/12/what-is-a-
virtuality /

Milgram Takemura Utsumi & Kishino (1994)

Giovanni Vincenti

MR: Paul Milgram and Fumio Kishino (1994) define it as 

“a particular subclass of VR related technologies that 

involve the merging of real and virtual worlds.”
https://marknb00.medium.com/what-is-mixed-reality-60e5cc284330

Do people care?

AR: “Layered”

AR: “Embedded”

https://alisonjamesart.com/2017/03/12/what-is-a-virtuality
https://alisonjamesart.com/2017/03/12/what-is-a-virtuality
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Reality-Virtuality_Continuum.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=User:Giovanni.vincenti&action=edit&redlink=1
https://marknb00.medium.com/what-is-mixed-reality-60e5cc284330
http://www.digitaladman.com/?m=201012
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AR Creation tools

IOS17 AR Code Object Capture App

Bolt's AR Snapchat lens transforms cars 
into green spaces, outdoor cafes ..

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/maxime-maisonneuve-84488034_arcode-ios17-ipados17-activity-7110636254966202368-SmDK?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
Bolt's%20AR%20Snapchat%20lens%20transforms%20cars%20into%20green%20spaces,%20outdoor%20cafes%20and%20more.Bolt
Bolt's%20AR%20Snapchat%20lens%20transforms%20cars%20into%20green%20spaces,%20outdoor%20cafes%20and%20more.Bolt
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Metaverse 
/AI
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENT HISTORY?

Antti Ilvessuo:“correspondences 
exchanged among members of the 
Paston family and their acquaintances 
between 1422 and 1509. ”

“Before the AI era, this process would 
have taken months to extract and plan. 
Now, it can be done in practically under 1 
hour.”

Maxime Durand: “It is very very 
interesting how fast something can be 
tested. From an historian's perspective, 
these images are quite problematic. On 
one end they feel so realistic and make 
history alive, unlike disconnected forms of 
arts of communication that we can hardly 
relate to!” 

The Paston Letters

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/antti-ilvessuo_before-the-ai-era-this-process-would-have-activity-7059963754448363521-DynN/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_android
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Good VR news?

https://twitter.com/FlameSoulis/status/1705739280344138045?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1705739280344138045%7Ctwgr%5E4517514420b81e8eb4ab3a68717c998adcd2d1fb%7Ctwcon%5Es1_c10&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fpublish.twitter.com%2F%3Fquery%3Dhttps3A2F2Ftwitter.com2FFlameSoulis2Fstatus2F1705739280344138045widget%3DTweet
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AI is an existential threat –
just not the way you think

• https://theconversation.com/ai-is-an-existential-
threat-just-not-the-way-you-think-207680

• “…people will gradually lose the capacity to make 
these judgments themselves. The fewer of them 
people make, the worse they are likely to become at 
making them…But the increasingly uncritical embrace 
of it, in a variety of narrow contexts, means the 
gradual erosion of some of humans’ most important 
skills. Algorithms are already undermining people’s 
capacity to make judgments, enjoy serendipitous 
encounters and hone critical thinking.”

Li et el (2023). ELICITING HUMAN PREFERENCES WITH 
LANGUAGE MODELS https://arxiv.org/pdf/2310.11589.pdf

https://theconversation.com/ai-is-an-existential-threat-just-not-the-way-you-think-207680
https://theconversation.com/ai-is-an-existential-threat-just-not-the-way-you-think-207680
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2310.11589.pdf
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Editorial: Is Facebook Going Meta?

• “To understand how different the world might 
be in 5 or 10 years’ time, ask yourself 
questions like these:

• Do you want any person at any time to be 
able to pull up your Facebook profile just 
because they saw your face?

• Would always-on face-recognition 
technology change how you behave in 
public? 

• Does the ability to record your perspective 
include the right to permanently save, 
analyze and share the location, actions, 
conversations, and appearance of the people 
you see?"

Ian Hamilton October 20, 2021

https://www.newyorker.com/culture/infinite-scroll/facebook-wants-us-to-live-in-the-metaverse

https://uploadvr.com/facebook-going-meta-editorial/
https://uploadvr.com/writer/ian-hamilton/
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Learning 
from 
student 
projects
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TOUCHSCREEN TAOISM 
MASTERS: LI WANG
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Mixed reality: 1606* Duyfken, PhD: Mafkereseb Bekele

http://www.sea.museum/whats-on/our-fleet/duyfken


HoloLens-Collaboration WA Shipwrecks Gallery (PHD MAFKERESEB BEKELE
37
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Related 
projects



Virtual Museum Template in Unity (Desktop, Headset, for curators to build their own 
multimedia wall collections



TLC Cultural Mapping-LOD

https://github.com/drewfrobot/more-unity-and-data

https://github.com/drewfrobot/more-unity-and-data/blob/master/Images/vis01.JPG
https://github.com/drewfrobot/more-unity-and-data
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Fir his PhD Ikrom Nishanbaev created a 3D model/GIS database: draw around 3D objects and dynamically change 
the geodata.
Data + 3D Models on DBpedia (database for Wikipedia) dynamically linked at component level using Linked Open 
Data.

Opportunities: geospatial, history, architecture

https://scholar.google.com.au/citations?hl=en&user=vmha0GcAAAAJ&view_op=list_works&sortby=pubdate
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Workshops
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2019 Turin Game Workshop:
AR + film archives
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Creating a Simple Game

1. What is the goal? Why try to achieve it?

2. Why is it an engaging challenge?

3. Does it involve competition/mastery, chance, 
imitation, controlling vertigo/rush of 
movement/flight?

4. What is the feedback system, affordances + 
constraints, rewards and punishments?

5. How to level up/advance via mechanics?

6. How does it offer different strategies, options?

7. What is learnt during or after the experience?
2022 Managing Games Design course, UniSA 
with Nigel and Madison with Unreal AR

https://www.sea.museum/

https://www.sea.museum/


University of SalfordRapa Nui

https://padlet.com

https://milanote.com/

Easter Island's famous moai statues slowly fading away

https://padlet.com/
https://milanote.com/
https://mymodernmet.com/easter-island-heads-have-bodies/
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Students learn history by building 
an escape room

•This example is 
ancient Egyptian 
maths to prove 
you know how to 
build a pyramid

• In talks with 
historians to build 
a cookbook of 
historical 
ingredients for 
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Hybrid Analogue Escape rooms
2023: 3rd year game jam class (using UNREAL)

48



PUZZLESPLAY SPACE

MUSEUM SPACE
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GLAM Games event (25 Sept)

• Erik Champion (UniSA) Learning Through Play
• Peter Tattersall (Head of Visitor Engagement, National Maritime Museum Sydney) 

What are you playing at? Contested histories, video games, classrooms, and 
museums

• Dr Melissa Rogerson (University of Melbourne) Avoiding “analogue” - combining 
physical components with technologies to make new playful experiences

• Dr Bernardo Pereira (ANU) Insights from a Computer Science Escape Room 
Experience

• Drs Terhi Nurmikko-Fuller & Katrina Grant (ANU) Lo-fi Games in GLAM
• Dr Susannah Emery, George Martin & Sophia Booij (UniSA) "Escaping the classroom" 

- engaging students with history
• Natalie Carfora & Claudia von der Borch (MOD. Museum) Designing Museum 

Experiences: Learnings from George Alexander Foundation Fellowships
• Peter Tullin (REMIX) The changing landscape for the cultural and creative industries
• Sam Haren (Sandpit) Bringing Intimacy Back to Digital Interactions
• Dr Juan Hiriart (the University of Salford UK (virtual)) Co-designing indigenous 

games: South America and beyond

https://www.sea.museum/

https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/glam-games-gaps-and-glimmers-in-the-visitor-experience-tickets-699952094557
https://www.sea.museum/
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Immersive exp vs museums

expert cognitive walkthrough

Light ADL

Peter Tullin slides, Founder, REMIX
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PhD scholarship: 
Personalizable Augmented 
Heritage Tours
• VR/AR Project with Adelaide Gaol. Evaluate effects of AR/VR 

heritage tour:

• which cues heightened emotional engagement?
• level to which they wished to individually filter and personalize the 

experience?
• effect of added detail from indirect group interaction, and evidence 

for if (and how) a VR (Virtual Reality) game can heighten difficult 
heritage experience more than a desktop digital game?

• Wider impact may be guidelines and recommendations for phone-
based AR for difficult heritage tourism experiences.

• Aim: to engage in particular with staff, visitors, and volunteers of 
Adelaide Gaol. 

• https://unisa.edu.au/research/

• https://unisa.edu.au/research/degrees/ - projects

https://unisa.edu.au/research/
https://unisa.edu.au/research/degrees/#projects
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ERIK CHAMPION, UniSA

erik.champion@unisa.edu.au

Conclusion

1. Virtual Heritage = Decision-Makers or Obsolete Expensive Silos
2. Games/playful heritage-open-ended engaging cultural challenges
3. Explore Immersive Literacy as Skill-Training
4. Citizen Heritage through Collaborative Design
5. Linked Open Data - 3D Open-Ended Visualisation Data, Tools, Strategies
6. Evaluation as Part of the Learning/Building Process

https://www.unisa.edu.au/research/ive/

mailto:erik.champion@unisa.edu.au
https://link.springer.com/Chapter/10.1007/978-3-031-15743-1_49
https://www.unisa.edu.au/research/ive/
https://www.unisa.edu.au/research/ive/
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